
In addition to supporting social welfare and philanthropy, Jackson believes Dogecoin can be
used on the Internet as a "sweet spot" to thank others. In the beginning, though, Dogecoin
was born out of a joke.
Dogecoin account asking who should be the cryptocurrency’s next CEO an absurd
Verge was originally created in 2014 under the name Dogecoin. It changed its name to
Verge in 2016, but that doesn't change the fact that it's a dog coin fork. Dogecoin also
became a branch of Litecoin, a well-known bitcoin.
Dogecoin has been spreading in Tiktok in the past 24 hours. TikTokers cites the s Dogecoin
Challenge Sweep app. The reason for this promotion is still unknown. However, several
TikTok users can be seen sharing the video urging followers to invest in it for $25. Since last
week's challenge, the dog currency has risen 17 per cent. So far, the Dogecoin hashtag has
been viewed more than 2.7 million times and

continues to grow.
Cash, Bitcoin SV, Dash, Dogecoin, IOTA, Litecoin, Monero, XRP and Zcash.
Tesla and SpaceX CEO Elon Musk tweeted a Meme-based tweet to promote Dogecoin
(DOGE) again. This is the second time that Musk has implicitly supported Dogecoin after
Musk posted his "favorite coin" on Twitter in the summer of 2019. (Bitcoinist)
Dogecoin (DOGE) / USDT long near $0.0023 (ASO 14:00 BST) :D (DOGE)
Dogecoin currently accounts for less than 10% of our trading volume;
Stellar (Star), Ripple (Ripple), and Dogecoin (Dog Coin) co-founder.
Dogecoin or a TikTok Challenge video price jumps 26%
Dogecoin founder Jackson Palmer sets privacy status on multiple social media accounts
Jackson Palmer, the original developer behind Dogecoin. Another excellent voice of
skepticism.
Recently, when news of Dogecoin began about a week ago, some young Tiktok users
embarked on a lifelong challenge to raise the Dogecoin to $1.





ε is the smallest countable value of real time unit (1µs), it is independent
from any clock resolution. Its purpose is to avoid scheduling input at the
exact lower bound.
Then [linp, uinp] is a real time interval for which input can be delivered
safely without violating constraints. If linp > uinp then environment re-
quirements are too strict for such test adapter, and it is not possible to
schedule such input reliably.
Note that Tron subtracts almost whole last time unit from upper bound
as Tron does not know the exact timing offset within one time unit, e.g.
consider situation where environment requires immediate input after some
output is observed, then safe upper bound uinp should be less or equal to
lower bound linp (i.e. now, at the time of output) and not within one time
unit as symbolic zones might suggest in the middle of time unit.

Notice that latency and observation uncertainty features can be turned off
by just using value 0 (default).

4.4 Input Choices

If environment model permits several different input actions, then Tron chooses
a random one and the exact delay to be performed before offering the chosen
input is decided by one of the following strategies specified in -P option:

Random delay is chosen by a random function from an interval of possible
delays computed by Uppaal engine. This is a default setting.

Eager delay is the shortest delay from an interval of possible delays computed
by Uppaal engine.

Lazy delay is the longest delay from an interval of possible delays computed
by Uppaal engine.

Bounded by s or l delay is chosen by a random function from an interval of
possible delays constrained by either upper bound s or l. If both s and
l are shorter than the shortest allowed delay, then the shortest allowed
delay is chosen. s stands for a “short delay” and l is “long delay”, and the
choice between them is resolved by a random function. The “short” and
“long” semantics is not enforced but provided as a hint to developer that
they can be used to constrain choices for “fast” (low time granularity) and
“slow” (high time granularity) inputs.

5 Diagnostics

Currently TRON provides a verdict and simple conclusion based on last good
state set. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for drawing the conclusion. Ac-
tion is class containing data about actual input/output observed: channel, val-
ues for associated data, the interval of estimated execution time (lowerBound
and upperBound). Choice is class containing data about possible choice for
input stimuli: channel, values for associated data, the interval of enabled time
(minBound and maxBound). Choice objects are generated in Uppaal engine,
while Action objects are created, decoded and time-stamped by driver.
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msc Input time-stamping in controlled (virtual) time case.

Figure 21: Scenario for offering an input to IUT and relevant timestamps in
virtual time case.

4.3.2 Naive Real Time

From Figure 21 it is evident that in virtual time framework the time spent
for computing, choosing and delivering the input is being ignored, and only
explicit delays are counted. This assumption does not hold in real time and
thus algorithm has to be adjusted to accommodate such delays. Figure 22
shows input offering scenario adjusted for real time, which differs from virtual
time in the following ways:

1. The performance of input action calculation is unpredictable as it depends
on the complexity of a system model and on particular state set, hence
this delay is reflected in choosing the timing for the input: the interval
is constrained from below by an extra time-stamp tc. This reduces the
driver warnings that the ttgt instance of time is already in the past at the
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port number and creates a waiting thread. The second constructor just starts
a waiting thread. The connection is established by the waiting thread either
by accepting another connection or connecting to a remote socket depending
on the constructor used, and once the connection is established it will ask the
Adapter object to configure the testing interface via the Adapter.configure

method.
The configuration should consist of calls to adding input and output channels

(addInput and addOutput), associating variables with channels (addVarToInput,
addVarToOutput) and setting the timing information (setTimeUnit, setTimeout)
as in Section 3.1. The methods may throw IOException upon usual socket
connection problems or TronException (see Figure 15) if bad parameters are
supplied.

The Reporter interface also provides two versions of report method to
report about the produced output: the first one should be used if output does
not have any variable values associated and the second one requires the list of
variable values in the params array. The method isConnected returns true if
the connection is established. The method disconnect disconnects the current
tester with a possibility for another connection and shutdown disconnects and
stops the waiting thread leaving no possibility for further connections. The
method run is used by the waiting thread and normally should not be used
(unless developer knows what she is doing).

The Adapter interface consists of two methods: configure for configuring
test interface for new tester connection and perform for accepting the inputs
from tester. The parameter chanId is the identifier of a channel received from
Reporter.addInput calls and params is an array of attached variable values.

public interface Adapter {
public void configure(Reporter reporter) throws TronException, IOException;
public void perform(int chanId, int[] params);

}

Figure 14: Adapter: Java interface to adapter.

public class TronException extends IOException {
public TronException(String message) { super(message); }

}

Figure 15: TronException thrown upon testing interface configuration error.

3.5 Interactive Text Interface

Tron has a build-in adapter called TraceAdapter for interacting via standard
input and output streams. The adapter uses ANTLR [8] generated parser to
recognize textual commands, which may seem suboptimal, but it is an ideal
tool to experiment with an Uppaal model in virtual time framework, where
test traces can be rerun and re-inspected for clues on what went wrong during
real test execution.
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struct TestAdapter {
void (∗start)(TestAdapter∗ adapter);
void (∗perform)(TestAdapter∗ adapter, int32 t chan, uint16 t n,

const int32 t data[]);
Reporter∗ const rep;
TestAdapter(Reporter∗ r): rep(r) { start = 0; perform = 0; }

};

Figure 10: TestAdapter: C-interface to adapter (tron/adapter.h).

adapter-implementation members) and set the start and perform function
pointers to the function implementations. It is expected that perform executes
fast without blocking, e.g. it should just put the input event into the queue
(perhaps protected by POSIX thread mutex lock) and return, whereas another
adapter thread should read from the queue and deliver the actual input. Note
that TestAdapter constructor sets the NULL as default values for start and
perform function pointers to ensure that the developer sets them to meaningful
addresses.
Important: the TestAdapter::perform function implementation should not
call Reporter::report now function as the adapter may deadlock.

Figure 11 shows the Reporter interface to Tron driver. In the beginning
of testing, the adapter new should use it to configure the driver by specifying
input and output channels, attaching variables, setting the model time unit
and timeout values. Functions getInputEncoding and getOutputEncoding

declare a channel as observable input and output respectively. They also re-
turn a non-negative integer value denoting the channel identifier to be used in
perform, report now and other function calls. Functions addVarToInput and
addVarToOutput associate the variable names with given channels: the speci-
fied variable values will be attached to each event on the given channel as data
parameters in perform and report now function calls. All functions return

struct Reporter {
void (∗report now)(Reporter∗, int32 t chan, uint16 t n, const int32 t data[]);
int32 t (∗getInputEncoding)(Reporter∗, const char∗ inputChanName);
int32 t (∗getOutputEncoding)(Reporter∗, const char∗ outputChanName);
int32 t (∗addVarToInput)(Reporter∗, int32 t chan, const char∗ variable);
int32 t (∗addVarToOutput)(Reporter∗, int32 t chan, const char∗ variable);
int32 t (∗setTimeUnit)(Reporter∗, const int64 t& microsecs per unit);
int32 t (∗setTimeout)(Reporter∗, int32 t timeout in units);
const char∗ (∗getErrorMessage)(Reporter∗, int32 t error code);

};

Figure 11: Reporter: C-interface to Uppaal Tron driver (tron/adapter.h).

non-negative integer value upon success and a negative value indicates an er-
ror code. Function getErrorMessage can be used to extract a character string
explanation of the error code.

Figure 12 shows the interaction between Tron and adapter library. First
Tron asks operating system to load the specified adapter DLL and lookup the
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Figure 4: Fridge model setup.

We will use the fridge system from Figure 4 as a running example to demon-
strate how typical system model is composed for testing using Tron. The fridge
system consists of five processes: room, sensor, controller, switch and compres-
sor. The room process controls the room temperature of the fridge: a sample
room automaton is displayed in Figure 5b. The sensor process identifies whether
the sensed temperature is High, Med or Low, see the timed automaton in Fig-
ure 5c. The controller process is controlling whether the compressor should be
turned On or Off via shortcutting a switch, see Figure 5d. The switch process
is relaying the signal to compressor by turn on and turn off like automaton in
Figure 5e. The compressor process is responsible for notifying the room about
the change of conditions in the fridge, i.e. if compr is true then the heat is taken
away by the circulating liquid and if false then the heat is leaked into the fridge,
see Figure 5f and Figure 5b. Assume that we want to test the software running
in the controller component of our fridge system. The only way to connect to
controller is through the sensor and switch interfaces as there is no “direct”
connection with the controller process. Notice that the sensor and the switch
introduce the communication latency3, which is reflected by the upper bound of
d time units in sensor and switch automata. Hence, the controller, the switch
and the sensor models belong to the IUT requirements as there is no way to
separate them. The rest of the processes (the room and the compressor) belong
to assumptions about environment of IUT.

2.1 Properties of the Model

Tron allows non-determinism in the model. For some models the resulting
state space can even be beyond the verification. For example, the requirements
for the controller in Figure 5d are non-deterministic in two ways:

1. in action: the location up is allowed to be reached after Med or High
actions. Similarly the location dn can be reached from on by any of Low
or Med actions. Modeling that the IUT is allowed to implement either
sequence.

2. in time: the controller may stay in locations up and dn for any time
duration up to r time units. Modeling allowed reaction time tolerance.

Moreover the communication latency in adapter adds even more unavoidable
(concurrency) non-determinism to the IUT requirements. Similarly the envi-
ronment processes can also be non-deterministic, e.g. the room is allowed to

3Even tiniest latency is relevant as it models the concurrent nature of independent input
and output signals.
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= 0 : only verdict, disable engine event output (default),

& 1 : progress indicator for interactive experiments,

& 2 : test events applied in the Uppaal engine,

& 4 : available input and delay choices for emulation,

& 8 : backup state set and prepare for final diagnostics,

&16 : dumps current state set on each state set update.

If partitioning option -i is used instead of test run then partitioning mes-
sages can be controlled by the following verbosity values:

0 : none,

1 : errors,

2 : errors and warnings (default),

3 : errors, warnings and diagnostics.

-w integer specify additional number of model time units in attempt to test
(violate) invariants. Useful under assumption that invariants are not used
in the model of environment. This option is obsolete starting from ver-
sion 1.4b1, where IUT invariants are removed from environment emulation
(hence invariants tested under given environment) if system model parti-
tioning is properly done (no partitioning errors are detected).

-q be quiet and do not display the copyright message.

Uppaal engine also reacts to the following OS environment variables:

UPPAAL DISABLE SWEEPLINE : disable sweepline method,

UPPAAL DISABLE OPTIMISER : disable peephole optimiser,

UPPAAL OLD SYNTAX : use version 3.4 syntax for parsing old system models.

The value of these environment variables do not matter, defining them is enough
to activate the features in question.

4.2 Logging

There are four ways to log test runs:

Engine log contains information about operations performed in Uppaal en-
gine. Messages follow the Tron online test algorithm. The engine events
are sent to standard output by default, and can be redirected to a file via
-o option. The verbosity of messages can be adjusted by -v option. The
purpose is to display the current status of an online test run.

Driver log contains test interface description and time-stamped information
about input and output events. The log file is specified by -D option and
follows the TraceAdapter format (see Figures 16 and 17a). The purpose is
to log input and output events precisely and to enable the trace replay with
TraceAdapter in monitoring mode, potentially with different options.
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